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JAMEEL VALLEE

-THE DIGITAL NEWSPAP ER-

Daniella & Renato looking classy in a black and red
ensemble with Starro & Shana classic in black.

Jerusha, Meegan, Musa and Michaela looking
stunning and rocking their individual outfits!

A REVIEW FROM THE VIEW
‘OUR MATRIC DANCE WAS BEYOND INCREDIBLE’
12 years a slave. That’s how a friend of mine once
The matric group of 2019 was always going to be a class for
described school, she wasn’t wrong but after 12 years comes
the record books. Our unique personalities, varying
a celebration - a Matric Dance. It’s a tradition shared across
backgrounds and our creative ways of getting through school on
the entire world in one way or another.
a daily basis is what has made the past 5 years so memorable.
BESA’s matrics of 2019
Our matric dance was
were fortunate to have such
beyond incredible. The
a beautiful ball at The View
venue, the atmosphere, the
“Special thanks to Mrs T Botha who
Wedding & Event Venue in
company and the food were
Kibler Park. The long stairs
remarkable, and it is by
organised the dance for us and who went out all
leading up to the venue had
far a night that I doubt any of
us all huffing and puffing on of her way to make it as special as it was. We us will forget for a very long
the way up, but it was like a
time. A huge thank you to all
love
you
ma’am.”
metaphor – our long climb
the organisers and those that
to freedom (well from
made the night beyond our
school anyway).
wildest expectations.
But once at the top, splendid décor and charming lights
It was most definitely a night that allowed us to leave high
awaited which, coupled with classic music, gave the venue
school with a bang. The class of 2019 will remain a part of my
an air of opulence – in fact it was nothing short of spectacular!
heart forever.
Everyone was dressed to kill. The cuisine tasted as if Gordon
- Jameel Vallee
Ramsey was in the kitchen encouraging his chefs to prepare
dishes of absolute perfection. It was a night meant just for us
and it certainly felt like it.
Special thanks to Mrs T Botha who organised the dance
for us and who went out of her wat to make it as special as it
“THE CLASS OF 2019 WILL REMAIN
was. We love you ma’am.
A PART OF MY HEART FOREVER”
-

Jasmine Magua

